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When creating your own Visual FoxPro project, it is recommended to break it into components and
always test your project before publishing. The same story is valid for FoxBASE projects, but there's

no need to use the decompiler to restore code in FoxBASE projects, as the code is always open
source. FXdec is a free, easy to use software that allows you to easily decompile VFP applications. It
contains integrated tools that allow you to easily determine program or class names, variable and

method names, functions and other routines, constants and more. Decompilers can be divided
basing on categories of software that they are able to analyze. Compilers of languages like e.g. C#

(.NET Framework family), Visual Basic, Java generate object code in the intermediate form, meaning
that this code is not directly executed by processor like x86 code, it is a pseudo code (so called P-

Code), that is executed by a virtual machine of those programming systems (to run we need
e.g..NET Framework or JVM installed). Free version of Visual FoxPro decompiler, just a GUI without

functionality. In this version you can't even view, restore, disassemble or analyze applications. Only
one tooling pack (i.e. some parts of the functionalities) can be used for free. Sothink SWF Decompiler
can extract Flash elements from swf files,Flash movies,FLA (Flash Animation),,HTML, XML, SWF, GIF,

JPEG, PNG, BMP, TIFF files.It supports all Flash versions from Macromedia Flash Player 4.
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The first problem that those decompilers had to face, was interpreting the code, that was not an
easy task. In the previous case of decompiling the new Visual Basic code, the programmer writes his

custom data type, a custom class, to be used as an object, he writes code on Windows... Visual
Foxpro, unlike many Foxbase add-ons, is more complex than other languages (like Visual Basic and
Java) where it's possible to have access to the raw information stored in the database (i.e. variables,

procedures etc). Now, if someone simply gets hold of a compiled Visual Foxpro application, and
opens it in an "EXE editor" and there when a programmer writes a line of code, he could check out
how it will be handled by Visual Foxpro. That means, the programmer has less room for fun, as he
can't be fooled by Visual Foxpro, the vb code, like in Visual Basic and Java, can be read. Before we
started to develop our product, we searched a little bit about decompiler, we had no idea, if there

was such a software. When I started to develop our product, I have to admit that I made some
mistakes during developing, I have used a lot of different DLL for compatibility reasons and I tried to

maintain only one DLL and when I was asked about compatibility issues, I told that it's possible to
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use DLL of any version (or a previous version) and it's compatible, which wasn't true at all... When a
program starts we usually have some sort of errors, some kind of compiler errors, that we get during
compilation, and then we can see what happened, what is the issue in our code. But in case of Visual

Foxpro, as soon as application starts, it loads some modules, that has direct impacts of our
application, and we get no errors nor warnings, we don't know what happened and we can't do any

debugging or work on our application. This is really a very critical problem. 5ec8ef588b
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